THE Yŏnp’yŏng-do INCIDENT, NOVEMBER 23, 2010

The Yellow Sea—known as the West Sea to Koreans—along the west coast of the Korean Peninsula has been the scene of numerous naval incidents between the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) and the Republic of Korea (ROK) since the signing of the Korean War Armistice Agreement on July 27, 1953. The most numerous and violent of these incidents have occurred in the relatively confined waters surrounding the five islands of Paengnyŏng-do, Taech’ŏng-do, Soch’ŏng-do, Yŏnp’yŏng-do and U-do. There are a profusion of reasons for this; however, the common underlying factor is the Northern Limit Line (NLL), which the DPRK has repeatedly decried as illegally drawn.

In October 1999, based upon its claims of 12 nautical miles of territorial waters, the DPRK unilaterally declared a new maritime line-of-control significantly further south than the current NLL. This has subsequently resulted in a number of significant and sometimes violent incidents. During the past twelve months alone these have included: a naval engagement on November 10, 2009 in which a Korean People’s Navy (KPN) Shanghai II class patrol vessel was heavily damaged; a January 27, 2010 Korean People’s Army (KPA) coastal defense artillery exercise near the ROK islands in the West Sea and overlapping the NLL; the March 26, 2010 torpedoing of the ROK Navy corvette Cheonan by a KPN midget submarine near the island of Paengnyŏng-do; a August 9, 2010 KPA coastal defense artillery exercise in the area of Yŏnp’yŏng-do; and most recently the November 23, 2010 artillery attack on Yŏnp’yŏng-do.
A notable feature in both the January and August artillery exercises was that the KPA employed “time-on-target” tactics where rounds from different units, at varying distances, arrive at the same time on the same target. In addition to these larger exercises a number of smaller artillery exercises were held throughout the year across Hwanghae-namdo including several immediately north of Yŏnp’ŭng-do.

**Kangnyŏng-bando**

The Kangnyŏng-bando (i.e., Kangnyŏng Peninsula) is a jagged peninsula that extends south and west of the port city of Haeju-si, Hwanghae-namdo, into the West Sea. It is named after Kangnyŏng—the major city on the peninsula and is of strategic importance to the KPA due to the close proximity to the South, especially the island of Yŏnp’ŭng-do. As with most coastal areas adjacent to the ROK, the Kangnyŏng-bando has numerous small KPA bases, fortified positions, pre-surveyed artillery firing positions and underground facilities (UGF)—including specialized coastal defense artillery installations—scattered throughout it. Two of the more significant of these are the coastal defense artillery installation at Kaemŏri and what is believed to be a coastal defense missile battery one kilometer southeast of Sanjigol on the tallest peak in the area.4

![Figure 1. Kaemŏri Underground Facility, November 29, 2010 (DigitalGlobe)](image-url)

In addition to the KPA positions on the Kangnyŏng-bando, the KPA maintains a small garrison and coastal defense installation on the island of Mu-do, approximately 12 km (6.5 nm) to the northwest of
Yŏn’yp’ŏng-do. The underground facility is located within a 45 m high hill on the east side of the island and houses a 76.2 mm artillery battery.\(^5\)

Yŏn’yp’ŏng-do

Located approximately 67 km (36 nm) northwest of the port city of Inch’ŏn, the ROK island of Yŏn’yp’ŏng-do (a.k.a., Daeyeonpyeong-do), in Inch’ŏn-gwangyŏksi, is 12 km (6.5 nm) south of the DPRK coast and only 3 km (1.6 nm) south of the NLL. The island encompasses an area of approximately 7.3 square km (2.8 square miles) and is home to 1,780 civilians and a ROK Marine unit of approximately 1,000 troops.\(^6\)

The primary mission of the Marines is to defend the island against a KPA amphibious assault.\(^7\) The unit is augmented by various intelligence components and two artillery batteries. The first artillery battery is equipped with six 105 mm towed howitzers; the second with six 155 mm K-9 self-propelled howitzers and a number of K-10 armored ammunition resupply vehicles. Over the years the island has been fortified with numerous underground bunkers, hardened artillery sites, beach defenses, POL storage facilities, three helicopter pads, C4ISR facilities, fortified fighting positions and a number of other military related facilities.

**Pre-Attack Activities**

On November 16, 2010 the ROK Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) announced that it planned to conduct the annual Hoguk training exercise during November 22-30. As is routine for these exercises, the DPRK
denounced them as “simulating an invasion of the North” and demanded that they be cancelled.\textsuperscript{8} The ROK rejected these demands since the Hoguk exercise had been held annually since 1996.\textsuperscript{9}

According to statements by National Intelligence Service Director (NIS) Won Sei-hoon and MND spokespeople, ROK intelligence detected the movement of a KPA 122 mm MRL battalion south of the village of Kaung-gol on Kangnyöng-bando “…two days before…” (i.e., November 21) the attack upon Yönp’yöng-do.\textsuperscript{10} This battalion may have been from the IV Corps’ 33rd Infantry Division which is deployed to defend the southwest section of Hwanghaenamdo.\textsuperscript{11} The information concerning the movement of the 122 mm MRL battalion does not appear to have been passed to the Marines stationed on Yönp’yöng-do.\textsuperscript{12}

Satellite imagery shows that each of the battery positions followed KPA standards, consisting of six individual “U” shaped revetted positions.\textsuperscript{13} Adjacent to the individual positions was a small crew dugout (although these were not completed in many of the satellite images available). Given the dimensions of the prepared firing positions and the size of the vehicles themselves, it would appear that the battalion was equipped with the M-1985, M-1992 or M-1993 multiple rocket launcher (MRL).\textsuperscript{14}
Figure 4. Northern Battery Firing Position near Kaun-gol, November 29, 2010 (DigitalGlobe)

Figure 5 (left). M-1992 122 mm MRL (KPA)

Figure 6 (right). M-1993 122 mm MRL, October 10, 2010 (KCTV)
At approximately 08:20 hours (local time) on November 23, 2010 the DPRK sent a telegram to the ROK stating that it would not “…sit idly by and watch if South Korea fires at North Korean waters during the military training.” According to then ROK Minister of National Defense (MND) Kim Tae-young this warning was dismissed since the ROK Marine exercise, a component of the unit’s monthly training cycle, was unrelated to the ongoing annual Hoguk exercise. Furthermore, the designated impact area within ROK territorial waters had been previously announced in internationally accepted Notices to Airmen.¹⁵

Somewhat later in the day, ROK artillery units on the islands of Yŏn’p’yŏng-do and Paengnyŏng-do (a.k.a., Baeknyeong-do)—both in Inch’ŏn-gwangyŏksi—commenced their routine monthly live-fire training exercise. The designated impact area for the exercise was 20-30 kilometers southwest of Yŏn-p’yŏng-do (i.e., within the waters now claimed by the DPRK).¹⁶

At approximately the same time, the 60th Air Regiment at Pukch’ang-ni Air Base, in P’yŏngan-namdo, launched a flight of five MiG-23ML flogger g fighters. These aircraft flew southwest and assumed a patrol pattern over Hwanghae-namdo. Meanwhile, Korean People’s Navy (KPN) coastal defense missile units went on alert and a number of patrol vessels sortied from their bases on the West Sea. Additionally, some IV Corps long-range artillery units reportedly moved to pre-surveyed firing positions.¹⁷

**Attack on Yŏn’p’yŏng-do**

At 14:34 hours on November 23 the southern 122 mm MRL battery located 1.2 km south of Kaun-gol conducted an unprovoked surprise “time-on-target” artillery attack upon the ROK island of Yŏn’p’yŏng-do. It is possible that either one, or both, of the 76.2 mm coastal defense batteries at Kaemŏri and on Mu-do participated in the attack.¹⁸

The initial barrage continued from 14:34 to 14:46 hours and consisted of an estimated 150 rounds. Approximately 60 rounds fell on Marine positions (including three helipads) and the small villages of Songnim-myŏn and Yŏn’p’yŏng-ni, while 90 rounds impacted in the surrounding waters. This barrage sent civilians racing to communal shelters and subsequently to the docks at Yŏn’p’yŏng-ni on the south side of the island to evacuate. Marines raced to their combat positions, while their artillery—still positioned to the southwest for the earlier live firing exercise—moved to hardened firing positions. At 14:47 hours the Marine 155 mm K-9 battery commenced counter-battery fire and continued until approximately 14:55 hours. The K-9 battery, however, faced some significant challenges. Only four of its six K-9 self-propelled howitzers were combat ready and the fire control center experienced trouble with its AN/TPQ-37 Fire Finder counter-battery radar. This forced the Marine K-9s to execute pre-planned counter-battery fire against “…command posts and barracks…” on Mu-do. Approximately 50 rounds were fired at targets on Mu-do before the AN/TPQ-37 Fire Finder was repaired and identified the 122 mm MRL battery south of Kaun-gol. Approximately 30 rounds of counter-battery fire were then directed against that position. After the initial KPA barrage there was a 15-minute pause then at 15:10 hours a
second barrage commenced. This lasted until 15:41 hours. The entire exchange lasted approximately one hour. The MND estimates that during the engagement the KPA fired approximately 170 rounds while the ROK Marine K-9s expended 80 rounds.19

Describing the initial “time-on-target” artillery barrage on Yŏnp’yŏng-do Marine Corporal Park Tae-min said, “First, I saw one or two shells falling. Then immediately, a shower of dozens of shells blanketed the town. …In an instant, buildings were lifted and flown around, and fires erupted all over.”20

While the artillery engagement was in progress, at 14:50 hours, the ROK Air Force (ROKAF) launched F-15K and KF-16 aircraft in preparation both to conduct retaliatory strikes against KPA positions and engage the KPAF MiG-23s should they undertake hostile actions—the rules of engagement in place at the time required presidential approval before engaging KPA forces except for instances of self-defense. The F-15K and KF-16 were subsequently given Presidential authorization to attack KPA artillery positions should they commence a third artillery barrage. Ultimately the KPA didn’t conduct a third barrage and these aircraft did not launch any strikes or engage the MiG-23s. On November 24, ROK Defense Minister Kim Tae-young stated that the highly restrictive rules-of-engagement were being reviewed to possibly update them to require emergency reaction aircraft to immediately launch retaliatory strikes if ROK units are under attack.21

At 15:45 hours the ROK JCS ordered the intelligence watch status of the armed forces be upgraded from watchcon 3 to watchcon 2. The defense condition—defcon, however, remained unchanged. Several hours after the attack, the ROK Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs ordered the cessation of all civilian maritime and air traffic to and around the island. International flights operating out of Inch’ŏn International Airport were not impacted but were warned to exercise additional caution in the area.22

Estimates of the total damage and casualties inflicted upon the KPA by the Marine K-9 counter-battery fire are unknown at this time. A ROK Joint Chiefs of Staff spokesperson, referring to the Mu-do strike, stated that satellite images “…show our shells landed on a cluster of barracks in North Korea, so we presume there have been many casualties and considerable property damage.”23

Total ROK casualties as a result of the attack are reported to be 2 Marines and 2 civilians killed and 15 Marines and 3 civilians wounded.24 The KPA shelling caused moderate damage to ROK Marine positions, damaged fuel stores, began bushfires at numerous locations on the island and destroyed or damaged a number of civilian structures in and around the village of Yŏnp’yŏng-ni. Large numbers of firefighters and emergency personnel from Inch’on were deployed to the island to contain the fires and assist with recovery operations.25
Post-Attack

Shortly after the engagement ended, the five MiG-23MLs from the 60th Air Regiment which had been on patrol landed at Hwangju Air Base in Hwanghae-bukto rather than returning to their home station further north at Pukch’ang-ni Air Base. The assumption being that this was done because the MiG-23MLs are some of the KPAF’s more modern aircraft and they were being kept in the area should the ROKAF conduct retaliatory strikes.26

That evening the ROK commenced a propaganda campaign against the DPRK sending 400,000 leaflets north over the border using specially designed balloons. The balloons were launched from four separate locations in Kangwŏn-do and Kyŏnggi-do. They floated in a generally northeast direction dropping leaflets at predetermined times. These operations were ongoing as of December 7.27

Satellite imagery indicates that by late afternoon of November 24 the southern 122 mm MRL battery vacated its position and moved 1 km south to a new one located 200 m north of the village of Tae-gol. The eastern 122 mm MRL battery vacated its position and moved 300 m south to a position in an open field.

On November 26, three days after the attack, KPA artillery units deployed on Kangnyŏng-bando, likely
the same units involved in the November 23 attack, conducted artillery exercises at 12:20 and 15:00 hours. No rounds from these exercises impacted south of the NLL.\(^28\) Another artillery exercise was held on December 8 at about 09:04 hours. When KPA artillery units at “...a far distance from the maritime border...” were reported to be conducting “regular firing exercises.” No rounds from the exercise impacted south of the NLL.\(^29\)

During the week that followed the attack both North and South reinforced their assets in the region. For example, additional 130 mm guns were deployed along the coast of Hwanghae-namdo. The KPAF moved additional SA-2 batteries to prepared positions within the province. These were used to track the increased aerial activity of the ROKAF over the islands and the joint U.S.-ROK exercises in the West Sea. KPN coastal defense missile units maintained a higher alert status with missiles reportedly on launchers and ready for combat.\(^30\)

Shortly after the attack the Marines on Yŏnp’yŏng-do were able to return the two previously unavailable K-9s to a combat ready status. By November 28, a second K-9 battery, along with a battery of Kooryong 130 mm MLRS, a battery of Chonma surface-to-air missiles and an Army ARTHUR counter-battery radar unit were deployed to Yŏnp’yŏng-do.\(^31\) Additional Marines were deployed to all five ROK islands along the NLL. Meanwhile the ROKAF increased the number of sorties over the islands.\(^32\) Concurrent with these developments, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Defense Acquisition Program Administration
received an emergency weapons procurement budget of ₩300.5 billion (US $1 = ₩1,156). The money will be utilized to purchase weapons and equipment to supplement the defenses on the five West Sea islands.

Comments

A number of aspects concerning the KPA’s Yŏnp’yonɡ-do attack warrant further comment and strongly suggest that the January and August 2010 coastal defense artillery exercises were in preparation for the Yŏnp’yonɡ-do attack:

- The KPA’s deployment of a Multiple Rocket Launcher (MRL) battalion to prepared firing positions on Kangnyŏnɡ-bando, the DPRK’s issuing of a warning early on November 23, the dispatch of five MiG-23ML fighters at approximately 14:30 hours from Pukch’ang-ni Air Base in the north to patrol over Hwanghae-namdo in the south, and the deployment of KPN patrol vessels into the West Sea, are clear indications of a high degree of inter-service coordination and a considerable level of planning. Such operations could only have been achieved with the knowledge and permission of Kim Jong-il and the National Defense Commission.

- The initial barrage appears to have been conducted using time-on-target tactics. When done correctly such an attack provides for a high degree of surprise and has the potential to inflict more casualties since the troops receiving the attack have little time to seek shelter. The KPA’s January 27-29, 2010 artillery exercise along the NLL and the August 9, 2010 artillery exercise conducted in the area of Yŏnp’yonɡ-do, employed time-on-target tactics.

- Since the ROK Marine artillery was a known and observable quantity, it is probable that the KPA timed its attack, in part, to catch the K-9s outside of their hardened positions.

- Despite the reported use of radar, the accuracy of the attack was poor. MND sources state that the KPA fired approximately 170 rounds at Yŏnp’yonɡ-do. Of these, 90 (53%) impacted in the waters surrounding the island. While 80 (47%) impacted on the island. Although inconclusive, the poor accuracy suggests that despite their pre-attack planning and exercises, KPA artillery troops—at least those in the IV Corps—are in need of greater training.

- The Yŏnp’yonɡ-do attack demonstrated that the KPA possesses a realistic appreciation of ROK communications intelligence (COMINT) capabilities. In apparent preparation for the attack, the KPA laid new buried communications cable from the Kaemŏri UGF north to what appears to be a small communications center 700 m northwest of Sanji-gol. The freshly dug trench for this cable is clearly visible on satellite imagery and was apparently done with a high priority since it was obviously dug with a mechanized trencher and the route taken shows little concern for existing infra-
structure and terrain. Interestingly the northern MRL battery position, 460 m southeast of Kaun-gol, straddles the trench. That these measures were effective was confirmed by the NIS. Director Won Sei-hoon stated that “it was difficult to intercept further North Korean military communication before and on the day of attack because the North used landlines rather than wireless communication to carry out operations.”

Given the above comments, it is very likely that the Kaemŏri UGF was used by artillery forward observers during the attack.

The large number of “dud” rounds impacting the island is interesting. MND sources state that of the 80 rounds that impacted on the island, approximately 20 (25%) (12% if the total of 170 is taken into consideration) failed to detonate. This high failure rate suggests that some DPRK-manufactured artillery munitions—especially MRL rounds—suffer from either poor quality control during manufacture or that storage conditions and standards are poor.

There were repeated reports during the days immediately following the attack that at least some of the 122 mm MRL rockets mounted thermobaric warheads. These are incorrect and what they are most likely referring to are high-explosive warheads—possibly with an improved explosive with higher concentrations of aluminum or other components.
To those outside the ROK, no great significance is attached to reports that recovered 122 mm rocket fragments contained handwritten numbers on their casings, since artillerymen throughout the world often write on artillery rounds. Within the ROK, however, there is considerable significance to these numbers in relation to the sinking of the Cheonan early this year. There are numerous skeptics within the country who believe that the Cheonan sinking was fabricated by the ROK Government, U.S. Government or both. A key item of their “evidence” is that the handwritten “No. 1” found on the remains of the CHT-02D torpedo that sunk the Cheonan could not have survived the high temperature explosion. Therefore it “must” have been fabricated. Some believe that the fact that similar types of marking were found on the exploded 122 mm rocket casings on Yŏnp’ŏng-do will help to silence these conspiracy theorists.40

With regard to the ROK side, there are a number of observations:

- MND and NIS officials on a number of occasions have stated that they possessed detailed knowledge of the movement of the 122 mm MRL battalion on Kangnyŏng-bando, general knowledge of an impending attack, aware of the deployment of MiG-23ML fighters, etc.41 That this was not properly conveyed in a timely manner to the local Marine commander on Yŏnp’ŏng-do suggests that there are institutional problems in the ROK’s C4ISR system. This is especially true in light of the numerous incidents in the area during the past year.42

- On December 1, 2010 press reports stated that NIS Director Won Sei-hoon had informed members of the National Assembly’s Intelligence Committee that in August, COMINT had revealed that the KPA was planning an attack against one of the ROK’s five West Sea islands. This naturally set off a public outcry over a perceived lack of intelligence and combat readiness. It now appears, however, that Director Won’s comments were taken out of context. The following day a spokesperson for the Joint Chiefs of Staff denied the press reports stating that “It’s not true that there was intelligence indicating North Korea might attack the five islands in the Yellow Sea,” and that Director Won’s remarks were incorrectly reported. The spokesperson went on to emphasize that the “…intelligence in August was on the North Korean military's order to fire artillery against our military drill” (i.e., the Marines on Yŏnp’ŏng-do conducted artillery exercises on August 6 and 8. The KPA responded by conducting an artillery exercise on August 9).43

- Given both its strategic location and the heightened tension along the NLL since 2009 Yŏnp’ŏng-do is clearly a frontline position. It is therefore difficult to justify the fact that two of the six K-9s were not combat ready and the AN/TPQ-37 Fire Finder counter-battery radar was not fully operational. According to a ROK politician, the Marines on the five West Sea islands operate two AN/TPQ-37 Fire Finder counter-battery radars—one based on Yŏnp’ŏng-do and the other on Paengnyŏng-do.44 Both radars were acquired from the ROK Army, which purchased them from the U.S. in
1996 and 1998. The radars were deployed to the islands in February 2010 but have frequently been out of service for repairs. The AN/TPQ-37 on Yönp’yŏng-do suffered an antenna failure on April 16, a transformer and power supply failure on May 28, faulty wiring problems on July 21 and an unknown problem on November 23. The AN/TPQ-37 radar on Paengnyŏng-do had a problem with its signal receivers on February 21. That these maintenance problems were allowed to persist is likely a function of defense budgetary constraints, as well as a ROK military culture that views the Marines as the “red-headed stepchild” of the armed forces, rather than an indictment of the Marine units on the island.

- On the surface, it would appear to have been a serious failing that the Marine K-9s were not immediately available to return fire. This, however, would be a shortsighted assessment. At the time of the attack the Marine artillery was deployed for the live-fire exercise to the southwest of the island and not in position to return KPA fire. That the K-9s were able to redeploy, reload, obtain firing data and commence counter-battery fire within thirteen minutes—all while under enemy fire—demonstrates a high level of individual training and professionalism not to mention superior local command leadership.

- The extent to which ROK counter-battery fire of approximately 80 rounds thwarted a more intense third artillery barrage of Yönp’yŏng-do and the damage inflicted upon the KPA is a hotly debated issue.

  * Of the 80 rounds fired by the Marine K-9s 50 (63%) were targeted against facilities on Mu-do and 30 (37%) against the 122 mm MRL battery south of the village of Kaun-gol. Available satellite imagery clearly shows at least 14 rounds impacted within 50-130 m of the 122 mm MRL battery position south of Kaun-gol, but none on the position itself. Approximately 15 rounds impacted on Mu-do, all within 130 meters of the island’s underground facility and barracks. Several of these rounds appear to have impacted on a barracks and support building. Thus, a total of 29 (36%) of the rounds fired by the K-9s impacted within the general areas of the intended targets. ROK press reports state that a total of 30 rounds impacted “…in Kaemori,” by which they are referring to the Kangnyŏng-bando. This can’t be confirmed with the available satellite imagery. If these 30 rounds are substituted for the 14 confirmed rounds, this would yield a total of 45 (56%) rounds that impacted within the general areas of the intended targets. None of these figures are particularly good and are likely the result of the AN/TPQ-37 Fire Finder counter-battery radar failure and being under attack at the time.45

  * Available satellite imagery provides no evidence (e.g., scorch marks from fire, craters from explosions, wrecked vehicles, ground scarring, etc.) that any of the 122 mm MRLs were
destroyed. While the same imagery shows damage to the barracks and support buildings on Mu-do, the UGF does not appear to have suffered any significant damage.46

Rather than being a result of Marine counter-battery fire, the fact that there was no third barrage could simply have been that there was none planned. If a third barrage had been planned and the first MRL battery and the Mu-do UGF been neutralized, than either of the two remaining MRL batteries or the artillery battery at the Kaemŏri UGF could have easily conducted the fire mission.47

** Figure 10. Central Firing Position near Kaun-gol, Showing Impact Craters from ROK Counter-battery Fire, November 29, 2010 (Digital Globe)**

---
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1 This account of the November 23, 2010 KPA attack upon the ROK island of Yŏnp’yŏng-do has been written with information available in the four short weeks following the attack. Readers are cautioned that, as with any account written so close to the event it is describing, it is likely that many important details are presently unavailable or incomplete.
The Korean War is known as the “Fatherland Liberation War” within the DPRK. Aside from identifying the Yellow Sea as the West Sea, both Koreas also refer to the Sea of Japan as the East Sea.
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It should be noted that the DPRK Foreign Ministry and the Korean People’s Army routinely condemn and sometimes threaten war in response to large ROK or joint ROK-U.S. military exercises.
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